ASPECTS OF OUR NATIONAL LEVELS

POINT 1:

- Italia: Those regions are drafting the management plan who are later implement it (bas BACO BACE = Action plan beyond the regional border; approved by the ; action plans proposed by others such as NGOs, even if they were perhaps good, did not work, perhaps because of a lack of commitment, ownership and engagement of implementing authorities)
- Austria: no binding coordination mechanism within Austria for the nine provinces exclusively in charge for legislation and implementation (also of international convention; management)

POINT 2:

Collection of what is already there (as example Alpine Space database which projects have already been done how, where, by whom, when)

POINT 3: nothing from our side

COMING TOGETHER

POINT 1:

Carpathian Umbrella Management Plan on LCs

Point 2:

Apart of eight topics mentioned in draft plan (and except of “migrate”—dispersal; + 1 and 2 could be put together) the following three points:

1. Damage management
   a. To develop and implement common criteria for damage prevention and compensation (monetary/non-monetary)
      i. Learning and exchange at Carpathian level with regard to national conflict management on damage prevention measures (e.g. excursions to other national regions, if possible [e.g. Italy Trentino ↔ Abruzzo ], or nations where preventive measures are already working)
      ii. Dog management: Liability issues solved as authority did not want to have the liability; 90% payment from public authorities, 10% by owner;

2. Common criteria for problem bear management

3. Personnel Training: (e.g. social training how to deal with people, and technical training e.g. methods on tracking, monitoring, damage verification, etc.)

Point 3

Linkage to international level issues such as connectivity, improved science & monitoring, and information exchange

Point 4

GO that by law be in charge by LC management coordinated by CC-Secretariat